
Persona Map

Reroof Rachel

Contractor Charles

Leaky Lance

Property Manager Priya



Reroof Rachel
Emotions, behaviors and stereotypes

Wants, needs and pain points

Solutions
Demographics
Age: 52
Location: Cary, NC
Education: Bachelor’s
Role: Homeowner
Employer: Homemaker
Salary/income: $120K

“I think our roof needs 
sprucing up; it just looks 
sad and old.”

Creative commons attribution- AmandaD_TX  - flickr

Driven by aesthetics more than cost.
Places a high value on the reputation of the company.
Researches on Yelp, Angie’s List, etc. before making contact.
Enjoys a flexible schedule while children are at school.
Tries to be environmentally conscious.
Makes initial search on mobile phone, spends evenings on the couch with 
her iPad.

Wants to see pictures of completed projects for inspiration.
Interested in learning more about options that could improve the look of 
her home.
Would prefer to set up consultation electronically rather than making a 
phone call.
Site is difficult to navigate on her mobile phone.

Include high-resolution photo gallery with descriptions of the various 
products/materials highlighted, and perhaps customer testimonials.
Include a blog or similar that explains the advantages of certain roofing 
options.
Implement more mobile-friendly layout. 



Contractor Charles
Emotions, behaviors and stereotypes

Wants, needs and pain points

Solutions
Demographics
Age: 61
Location: Fayetteville, NC
Education: Bachelor’s
Role: General Contractor
Employer: Holland and Son
Salary/income: $100K

“I’ve got to know that I can 
trust my subcontractors.”

Creative commons attribution- Argonne National Laboratory  - flickr

Very pragmatic, but also values strong personal relationships.
Is extremely knowledgeable about construction materials/techniques; has 
been in business for 35+ years.
Wants the best price possible because it affects his margins.

Needs a quick response because he has been called out to fix a problem 
for his customer.
Interested in extending the life of a roof where possible.
Knowledge about tax advantages and warranty information for certain 
products could help him up-sell his clients.

Reinforce commercial section on main site. Or…
Create a separate subdomain or microsite for commercial side of the 
business.
Make commercial roofing contact’s info easy to find.
Highlight tax advantages of products where applicable.



Property Manager Priya
Emotions, behaviors and stereotypes

Wants, needs and pain points

Solutions
Demographics
Age: 32
Location: Raleigh, NC
Education: Bachelor’s
Role: Property Manager
Employer: North Hills Properties
Salary/income: $46K

“I have over two hundred 
tenants, so I really need 
things to run smoothly.”

Creative commons attribution- Amina Alahi  - flickr

Wants to avoid problems with tenants she represents—doesn’t want to be 
hassled.
Has to solicit bids from multiple vendors to present to board before hiring.
Personal relationships are very important. She will advocate for vendors she 
believes in.

Wants the job to go as described in order to avoid complaints from 
tenants.
Needs to know that problems will be solved by vendor, without her 
involvement. Trust in vendor is important in this regard.
Would like to assure board members about the quality and value of work to 
be performed.

Reinforce commercial section on main site. Or…
Create a separate subdomain or microsite for commercial side of the 
business.
Make commercial roofing contact’s info easy to find.
Highlight tax advantages of products where applicable.



Leaky Lance
Emotions, behaviors and stereotypes

Wants, needs and pain points

Solutions
Demographics
Age: 26
Location: Garner, NC
Education: High School
Role: Homeowner
Employer: Ellsworth Hauling
Salary/income: $35K

“I’ve called three people, I 
need someone to get back 
to me.”

Creative commons attribution- Bromford - flickr

Emergency: woke up to the sound of water dripping on his floor.
Googles roofers and calls the first five. Will go with the first company to set 
up an appointment.
Price is important, but getting the problem solved quickly is the highest 
priority.

Needs a quick response from a human.
Wants to get an appointment set up ASAP.
Not interested in educating himself about roofing products, just wants to 
get the leak fixed to avoid further damage.
Not sure about how to deal with homeowner’s insurance.

Prominent, clickable phone link for mobile version. “Leak line”?
Area for emergency repairs, including steps for getting homeowner’s 
insurance company involved.


